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I think we can all safely describe       

ourselves as a ‘Learning    

Community’ this week as we     

have adapted to new and     

unprecedented routines both in    

school and at home. 

You will note the all new format       

of The Weekly Ebbesentials.    

Along with my teachers, I am      

learning to use Google    

Classrooms and realise that    

Google Docs is an easier way of       

creating a school newsletter.    

Like all of us when learning      

something new, I had a few      

technical hitches, availing myself    

of the 123ICT helpline along the      

way! ‘Good learners never give     

up but they may ask for help...’ is        

the sort of thing we would say to        

children when persevering to    

learn something new. I hope you      

like it! 

The overwhelming sense of    

community support and caring    

which has emerged across our     

country has been quite    

something over this last week.     

The rainbow symbols have been     

very moving, as was the 8pm      

‘clap’ last night. What an     

emotional moment as we    

gathered outside our homes to     

show support for our NHS     

workers. 

Miss Payne started her work     

with our Y4/5/6 class to create      

this wonderful rainbow in the Ob      

classroom window. 

 

A rainbow created by the     

Y4/5/6 class and Miss Payne 

This one came in from one of our        

families. 

 

Rainbows in our community 

Heartfelt thanks from our school     

staff and governors for your     

lovely feedback during the last     

two weeks. We certainly have a      

great team at St. Ebbe’s and I       

would like to extend particular     

thanks to our School Business     

Manager, Phil Doubtfire, for    

reading vast quantities of    

guidance, ensuring we could    

communicate with you all in a      

clear and timely manner. In     

addition, the willingness of    

school staff to keep working     

under these conditions has been     

truly humbling. 

Distance Learning is well    

underway in many homes and     

we have loved receiving emails     

from parents and children as     

well as pictures of what they      

have been up to. 

I would like to take this      

opportunity to reiterate that you     

must take time to get used to this        

new way of living and working.      

We will continue to send daily      

tasks and only ask that you      

facilitate what you can in line      

with your own individual    

circumstances. Lots of families    

are enjoying time together which     

was previously not possible and     

this is something we should all      

cherish. 

Our teachers are on the end of       

email if you need support or      

advice and Clare Whyles and I      

can be contacted at  

leader.team@st-ebbes.oxon.sch.uk 

 

mailto:leader.team@st-ebbes.oxon.sch.uk
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We are also enjoying hearing     

from children by email. Not only      

is this a good way to get a bit of          

typing and writing practice in, it      

is a great way for them to       

maintain connection with their    

teachers (and Headteacher!). 

Your feedback is also helping us      

to shape the tasks we send home. 

“There is a good mix of      

work. The short work gives     

a great sense of    

achievement for my   

daughter and that is    

important now to keep the     

interest going.” 

This mum makes an important     

point here about keeping the     

interest going and maintaining    

children’s natural curiosity for    

learning. 

 

 

“We’re doing loads of    

baking, sowing seeds, P.E.    

with Joe at 9 am (brilliant!      

We’re going to get so fit!),      

painting etc. It feels more     

doable to turn those    

experiences into  

educational activities than   

try to sit the kids at a table        

for most of the day.” 

We wholeheartedly agree that    

children shouldn’t be sitting at     

tables for the whole day. We do       

our best at school to keep them       

moving during learning. Short,    

sharp bursts of core skills will      

keep them going, interspersed    

with play and activities which     

you may not normally have time      

to do. Our brains retain     

knowledge better when we are     

active and also when we laugh! 

“The plethora of free /     

online / interactive   

opportunities is somewhat   

mind blowing!” 

We agree! It is lovely that so       

many companies are offering    

free access to websites, lessons     

and lots more but it’s a lot to        

take in. To help with this, I have        

created a page on our school      

website, named, ‘Distance   

Learning’ where I have put links      

to the sites which we feel best       

align with our school vision.     

They are there if you need them. 

For older children, I noted this      

morning that they can receive     

free weekly newspapers from the     

excellent First News. We love     

First News at St. Ebbe’s which      

arrives in paper form on a      

weekly basis. 

We also discovered that the     

National Theatre will be    

streaming performances free   

into the homes of school     

children and staff. I have signed      

St. Ebbe’s up for this and will let        

you have the details when they      

arrive. 

Also if you are having any      

technical issues then our ICT     

Consultants at 123ICT are on     

hand to help either via telephone      

on 01993 848291 or email     

support@123ict.co.uk. 

That’s it from me this week. We       

will only emerge from this     

stronger as a community. Keep     

the feedback coming and please     

stay in touch. You are all doing       

brilliantly.  

https://st-ebbes.oxon.sch.uk/distance-learning/
https://st-ebbes.oxon.sch.uk/distance-learning/
https://subscribe.firstnews.co.uk/pdf-issue-thanks/
https://subscribe.firstnews.co.uk/pdf-issue-thanks/
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Finally: 

“Teachers, how do you do     

it?? You are amazing.” 

Why thank you - we think you’re       

amazing too! 

Tina Farr and the St. Ebbe’s      

Team 
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Some more of your lovely     

pictures! 

Please keep them coming to keep      

our school community inspired,    

reassured and connected. 


